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PERSONAL OBJECTIVES 
I wish to complete a Masters Degree program because 
I feel that a career within the communication field re• 
quires an initial academic awareness of the scope, pur-
poses, and problems of the field. I also feel that it 
is important to extend my formal education beyond the 
undergraduate level. 
Since I plan to go into programming and writing, 
and since I have had no previous experience in radio and 
television, I feel that I must concern myself with prac-
tical courses during my year of graduate study. This 
can best be done in the Broadcast Sequence where I am 
not required to place extra emphasis on theory and 
research. 
I have chosen the Creative Thesis project because 
it requires me to do the same type of work that I hope 
to be doing in the years ahead. A Written Thesis would 
not be as valuable to me. 
I elected the Television category because I plan to 
work within the area of commercial television. 
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CHAPTER I. PROGRAM MAtERIAL 
1. Objectives 
General Introduction 
We are all well aware of the multitude of events 
that take place in the world each day, and the sweeping 
changes that occur each year. Yet many times we neglect 
to see what actually happens around us until long after• 
wards. And then we ask, "How did this happen?" or "How 
did he get into that position?" We must look back and 
rediscover the world arotmd us. We try to remember. 
The ability to remember is valued by man because it 
helps him to recognize the present, helps him to organize 
the past, and gives him depth, knowledge and understand• 
ing. There are a number of other reasons as well; not 
the least of which is the fact that remembering and 
reminiscing is just plain enjoyable. 
But many times memory is inadequate. We must sup• 
plement it, and one of the best ways to do so is through 
documentary research. Television utilizes this technique 
when it presents documentary programs; programs that help 
the audience to remember. 
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Thus, I have in mind a documentary series about 
New England that gives the viewer an opportunity to recog• 
nize the present, to orsanize the past, to extend his 
understanding, and to reminisce and enjoy himself. I have 
taken the decade of the nineteen-fifties as the period of 
study. 
Need for the Series 
New England is in a constant struggle to maintain her 
economic position. The plight of the railroads, the im• 
portance of the tourist industry, experiments in education, 
the population movements within the six states, all must 
be understood by the public if New England is to prosper 
in the years to come. And the people of each state must 
be aware of the accomplishments and problems of their 
neighbors as well as them8elves. No six states are more 
culturally and historically united. They have similar 
resources and similar problems. But they can learn from 
one another and they can help one another. If New England 
is to prosper, its states must not drift. It must remain 
a unit morally and economically,as well as geographically. 
This series hopes to promote this cause. 
I also see a need for this series because until very 
recently, New England television has been static. Yet, 
even today, relatively little creative local programming 
is being offered to the viewer. Yet, when such programs 
3 
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are presented (WHDH•TV' a Dateline Boston, WBZ·TV' s 
the Editors), they are well received. 
That a large segment of the public likes and wants 
the CBS Reports and Winston Churchill series which have 
just recently become regular features. My series will 
also try to answer the "needs" of this segment of the 
audience. 
There is also no doubt that Civil Defense, our 
hospitals, and our colleges need the moral and financial 
support of their citizens. Any undertaking that helps to 
gain support for these causes is answering a need. 
For all these reasons, I feel that a television 
series dealing w:l.th New England in the manner outlined 
below is needed and will, if developed properly, be 
welcomed. 
Purpose of the Series 
The series is presented to give the public a firmer 
understanding of New England. They will see where it has 
lost out, where it has gained, where it is strong, and 
where it can improve. Beyond understanding, it will 
attempt to motivate the viewer; motivate him to attend 
the Boston Arts Festival or to find out more about Civil 
I. 
'I 
I 
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Defense shelters (both of which are outgrowths of the 
nineteen-fifties). Thus, it will attempt to increase 
participation in community affairs. It will also attempt 
to gain wider audience acceptance for creative television 
in general and to prove that a program need not be dull 
to be worthWhile. 
Audience Analysis 
Basically, the series will attempt to reach people 
who wish to be informed, who like to look back, and/or 
who enjoy documentary-type programs. Programs based on 
economics, such as the tr&Dsportation situation, should 
appeal to men of th:l.s group. The programs on the suburbs 
and entertainment should appeal to women of th:l.s group as 
well. But each program will offer enough for !!£!'! of 
them. Thus, the areatest potential viewers are people 
who are "Sunday afternoon" viewers; people who watch 
documelltary, discussion, and cODIDUll:l.ty programs. 
Beyond th:l.s core audience, a teenage audience exists, 
if proper promotional procedures are followed. The series 
provides a good backaroun4 to their current studies of 
agriculture, health and Hew lngland in general. A special 
promotion, within the schools, will inform teachers of the 
series. This promotion is outlined in Part 5. With 
proper encouragement, students may well become regular 
viewers. 
I 
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I' Additional audiences for specific programs will also 
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be obtained through promotional means. For example, 
individual mailings to local college officials will pro• 
mote the program dealing with the subject of colleges; 
local transportation officials will be contacted regarding I 
the program on transportation. I 
And even without special promotion, each program will 1 
attract specific types of viewers. A housewife who has ! 
never been tempted to watch programs on urban renewal and i1 
II Civil Defense may be motivated to watch the program deal• 
ing w1 th entertainment. I 
i These two additional groups of "first time" audiences · 
I 
should be sizable each week. Hopefully, once they have 
seen one program they will then become regular viewers. 
Because such a variety of subjects will be presented, the 
series will never have a permanent, well•defined audience. 
It should, however, have a growing audience. 
When speaking of auci$.ence size, it must be realized 
that the aeries does not have mass audience appeal. It is 
a public affairs program, and as such, the potential size 
of the audience is immediately and rightfully limited. 
As for optimum size, if cOIIIDUDity interest and 
interest in creative television is to be aroused, then 
the larger the audience the better. 
6 
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2. Development 
Selection of Theme 
Since it seemed impractical to base a contemporary 
documentary series on events that occurred in the country 
as a whole, it became necessary to pinpoint a particular 
area for study. New England was chosen for two reasons. 
Firat, it offered many examples of the changing world of 
the nineteen•fifties. It is an area of contrast, where 
old cities and old customs clash with new industries and 
new ideas. And secondly, it is the area I am most familiar 
with, having lived here all my life. 
The decade of 1950•1960 was chosen because it was 
felt that a ten•year period was necessary to follow trends 
and developments, and because it was during this particular 
ten•year period that New England began to change face in 
earnest. It is also the latest ten•year period, and 
therefore it can appeal to the largest number of inter-
ested viewers. 
Preliminary Investigation 
My initial concern was defining the topics for the 
thirteen programs. As a New E~gland resident, I was able 
to pinpoint several major trends and developments myself. 
The first outside sources of information became newsmen 
in the Boston area; Francia W. Whitmarsh, News Editor of 
7 
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WBZ television; C. Edward Holland, Assistant Editorial 
Manager of the Boston American;and Erwin D. Canham, 
Editor•in•chief of the Christian Science Monitor. These 
men rounded out my initial thirteen program categories. 
Dr. David Manning White, Professor of Journalism at 
Boston University, suggested that Mr. John Coates, Editor 
of the New Enalander magazine be contacted. Several 
conversations with Mr. Coates subsequently took place. 
He, in turn, recOIIIDended other people for me to contact. 
Two of these early interviews were held with 
Mr. James A. Pike, President of Pike Productions, Newton, 
Massachusetts, and Mr. John B. Hurley, Director of 
Operations at WGBH•TV, concerning promotion and budgetary 
costs respectively. 
These initial interviews were all conducted during 
November and December, 1960. 
General Investigation 
From here, research branched out into a great number 
of personal interviews. It was early realized that face• 
to•face conversations with key personnel would be a far 
more efficient and informative method of research than 
documentary investigation of newspaper and magazine 
articles, for example. A preliminary bibliography of 
books, reports, periodicals, $tld pamphlets had originally 
been prepared. Yet only a few of these sources were 
8 
referred to in the montha that followed. Literature ob• 
tained from interviewees proved far more valuable. 
In most cases interviewees themselves suggested I: 
other people to contact. Other times, introductory letters I 
I 
were sent or telephone calls were made directly to organ• 1 
izations • and they in tum suggested the appropriate I 
I 
person to contact within the operation. 
Each interview was based on several broad questions 
and several specific questions, but the interviewee was 
always free to discuss the "major trends, developments 
and/ or events" in the area informally. In this way, on 
several occasions, the respondent delved deeper into the 
subject than he would have done if a set list of questions 
had been asked. 
Because population movements seemed so significant, 
several early interviews were held with personnel in the 
Chambers of CODID8rce. Mr. Walter K.n:l.ght, General Manager 
of the Greater Boston Chalber of COIIID8rce, and Mr. Arthur 
J. Lumsden, Executive Secretary of the Greater Hartford 
Chamber of CODID8rce, outlined the major population develop• 
menta in these two key areas of New England, both on a 
statistical basis and a social•effects basis. They also 
gave information on renewal and redevelopment programs. 
The suburban viewpoint was obtained from Mr. Justin T. 
Horen, Executive Director of the Newton Chamber of 
COIIID8rce, and Mr. William H. Brennan, Executive 
.I 
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Vice-President of the West Hartford Chamber of Commerce. 
Further information on the population movement was 
supplied by Mr. Ralph Kaminsky, Associate Director of 
Research, Greater Boston Economic Study CoiiiDittee. 
Mr. Kaminsky furnished me with several in-depth studies on 
the suburbs, as well as studies on transportation. 
Mr. Wallace Dickson, Public Relations Director of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, provided copies of several 
significant booklets c:lealing with the New England economy. 
In some cases, a single interview became a "gold mine" 
of information. Such was the case with Mr. Louis Webster, 
Director of Marketing, Massachusetts Department of 
Agriculture. Not only did be give a detailed picture of 
Massachusetts agriculture, but he supplied statistics on 
trends and developments throughout the six•state area. 
His references to sources of visual material were equally 
as thorough. 
The same was true at the Massachusetts Department of 
Public Health where a New Enaland viewpoint was obtained 
on .S!!f! subject and at the New England Board of Higher 
Education where Dr. Kevin P. Bunnell, Acting Executive 
Secretary was interviewed. 
Another interview, with Mr. Paul Craigue, Public 
Information Officer, Massachusetts State Civil Defense 
Headquarters, was equally productive. He introduced me 
to key members of the staff and each one contributed 
! 
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significantly to my investigation of this subject. He 
also referred me to Mr. Harold Rossi, Area Three Director, 
who became a major source of information and a potential 
guest for such a program. I 
I In other cases obtaining information was more diffi• :
1 
cult, particularly in the area of secondary education. ! 
I 
Several personal interviews at the Massachusetts Department/ 
of Education were needed to obtain any kind of overview. 
And it was also necessary to send letters to the five 
other state education departments, requesttaa information. 
Particular problems were faced in the area of tourists 
and recreation. Mail seemed to be the beat method for 
securing information, but literature received from state 
development commissions was insufficient. To supplement 
I 
this, personal interviews were held with General John j, 
O'Brien of the New England Council, Mr. Charles K. Mallett 11 
of the Herbert w. Frank Advertising Agency of Boston, and I 
I 
Mrs. Velma Stone of the New England Camping Association. 1 
In only one case was documentary research of any 
great degree undertaken. This was in connection with the 
program dealing with leadership. It should also be noted 
that a personal Judgment was made here as to which men 
would finally be presented. Being a native New Englander, 
I felt some justification in doing so. 
On the topic of transportation, brochures, reports 1 
and magazine articles were particularly important in 
I 
II 
11 
developing an over-all picture. 
Many telephone calls were also made to locate visual 
material. 
These interviews and other activities were undertaken 
between January and April, 1961. 
12 
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3. Content 
(a) General Description 
The series will deal with New England in the 1950's. 
Each program will focus on a different trend, series of 
events, or developments that occw:red during the decade. 
Emphasis will be placed on happenings that were important 
to large numbers of New Englanders. On each program, a 
specific c011111UUity, person, company, or event will be 
analyzed in depth; exemplifying the main topic of the 
particular program. 
(b) Title 
"New England in the Fifties" is the only title that 
completely expresses the main theme. I felt it was neces-
sary to give the viewer••the potential viewer••a 
descriptive title rather than a short, cropped phrase 
such as "N.E.-50" which would give him no genuine in• 
centive to watch. 
(c) The Thirteen Programs 
1. "New England Chqes Face." Population movement, 
the most significant trenct of the decade will be analyzed. 
How the movement to the auburbs affected education, the 
cities, and transportation. Three suburban towns will be 
the focal point of the study. A regional shopping center 
will also be analyzed. 
2. "Cities In A S~eze." How New England cities 
are facing up, or not facinst up, to their problems. 
Hartford, Connecticut will 6e anal~ed in depth. What 
New Haven did. The redevelopment of the Quincy, 
13 
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Massachusetts shopping area. What happens to a city when 
the population moves out; 1n government, retail trade, 
etc. 
3. "3 R.' s in Review." New England education :l.n the 
Fifties. How we got where we are now. Changes 1n teach• 
ing standards. The growth of regional high schools. The 
imPact of the Conant Report, eduCational television, and 
the National Defense Educat:a.on Act. 
4. "The Slx•State Capus." The growth of New England 
colleges; day schools and night schools. Changes 1n state 
teachers colleges. The new scholarship and loan programs. 
COIIIDUllity colleges, teaching mach:I.Des, and the new State 
College Cooperation Prop-an. 
5. "New England On The Move." Changes in transporta• 
tion. An analysis of hiahway construction via the 
Connecticut Turnpike. T6e arowth of Logan International 
Airport in Boston. The pl:l.il_lt of the ri:l.lroads. The , 
guestion of mass transportation facilities. New ways of 
tiauling freight. 
6. "New Neighbors For Old." What happened to 
New E~land industry in the decade. The textile industry 
will be analyzed. The ~owth of the electronics industry 
and industrtal parks. The New England Industrial Center 
in Needham, Massachusetts will be analyzed. Submarine 
production in Groton, CoDl\8ctlcut will be highlighted. 
7. "Civil Defense And The Elements." How Civil 
Defense was organized. Ita role 1n the Worcester Tornado, 
Hurricanes Carol and DiaDa, and the forest fires of 1957. 
Defense ~eratioos. How a Maine town is organized for 
Civil Defense. 
8. "The Farmers Of New England." Changes in pro• 
duction over the 1950's. The trend coward less and larger 
farms. The growth of the broiler industry 1n Maine. 
Changes in t&e market~ of dalty products, fruits, and 
vegetables. The plight of the Connecticut tobacco farmer. 
9. ''A S:l.x•State Mec11cal Report." The growth of 
New England hospitals. the polio epidemics and the con• 
troverslal distribution of the vaccine. The Bolio Pioneers 
of 1954. The Asian flu scare; why :l.t came, preparation, 
and aftermath. Advances in mental health. 
10. "New Ideas in Entertainment." Review and promo• 
tion of festivals and innovations developed in the 
Fifties. The Boston Arts Festival will be highlighted, 
14 
as well as the Newport Jazz Festival. How music tent 
theatres are built and c,erated. The growth of drive• 
in theatres. The Americ:an Shakespeare Festival at 
Stratford, Connecticut. 
11. "Tourists And Recreation." The growth of 
New England camps and c<amping. the question of whether 
New Enaland is doing en~t?'llh to promote its declining 
tourist trade. The Mayflower II. The growth of Maine 
as a winter sport center. Motorboat traffic and skin 
divers. 
12. "Leadership--A. Major Contribution." In•depth 
studies of Edmund S. MllLSld.e of Maine, Abraham Ribicoff 
of Connecticut, Dr. Jauaes R. tilliani Dr. Paul Dudley 
White, and Christian Herter. Other eaders mentioned. 
13. "New Enaland Looks Ahead." A brief look at 
major developments (in the twelve areas) that will be 
forthcoming in the decllde of the 1960's. 
II 
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(d) Detailed Description 
(l) "New England Chan&•• race" 
Inp:oduc tion: 
The movement of population from urban areas to the I 
I 
outlying suburbs was one of the most significant develop• II 
menta of the decade, particularly in southern New England. 
The movement affected transportation, education, industrial 
location, recreation, and of course, the urban areas. 
Tbus the movement affected a majority of the areas to be 
dealt with in tb:l.s aeries. Therefore it becomes appro• 
priate for the suburban movement to be the first program 
in the aeries. 
Content: 
The opening minutes will illustrate the general ef• 
fects of the population movement on New England via tmagin• 
ative cartoons, diagrams, and pictures. Then an :l.n•depth j 
study, about fifteen minutea in length, wUl illunrate the II 
effects of the movauent on three New England towns; West I 
Hartford, Connecticut; Wayland, Massachusetts; and !1 
Burlington, Massachusetts. West Hartford represents a II 
suburb that reached matw:ity with the movement. It was the 
one main area to which the residents of Hartford moved. 1 
-
1rersonal incerv:l.ew with Mr. William H. Bre~, 
Executive Vice President! West Hartford Chamber of 
Commerce, January 25, 19ol. 
16 
Thus it i' a perfect example of a suburban community. Its 
excellent school system, including ten new schools built 
during the period, will be highlighted through pictures. 
The establishment of smaller retail businesses in the 
area will be analyzed by Mr. Richard Brown, Town Planner 
of West Hartford. His points will be illustrated through 
diagrams. How residents of West Hartford travel will be 
analyzed by way of tape-recorded interviews and slides. 
The Wayland League of Women Voters conducted a self• 
study of their own suburban town, and it has already been 
the basis of one commercial television program. 2 Janet 
Dryer Page of the League will discuss some of the findings 
of the study. Her remarks will also be illustrated by 
cartoons and diagrams. The furor surroundiug the location 
of an industry within the town during the Fifties will be 
explored through pictures. Where the residents of Wayland 
work and cOiliDUte to will be explored, as well as their 
reasons for moving to this particular town. 
Burlington's OM&ss.) population increased by more than 
3001. during the ten years. This is a different type of 
suburb, with lower cost housing than West Hartford ~r 
Wayland. It is an industrial town and will be &.."1Alyzed 
as such. 
2committee on Metropolitan Planning, Wayland Le~ 
of Women Voters, Wa~£!A Massachusetts, A Self Stud§ of a 
Gr:lif COIIIDU!litx rs : Greater BOston lconoidc£Udy 
comm tee, 196o). 
17 
The remaining time will be devoted to a pictorial 
analysis of the suburban shopping center and the town 
meeting. The establishment of the Northshore Shopping 
Center 1n Peabody, Massachusetts, opened in 1958, will be 
highlighted. An official of Allied Stores Corporation, 
Which owns and developed the Northshore Shopping Center, 
will be on hand to narrate film clips of the center and 
give background on how a reaional center is built. A 
scale-model of the center will also be used. The progxam 
will close with film clips from town meetings where all 
the problems and achf.evementa of the suburban movement 
come to the fore. 
Contributors to the Program: 
Mr. Ralph Kaminsky, Greater Boston Economic Study 
COIIIDittee. 
Mr. William H. Bremum, Executive Vice President, 
West Hartford Chamber of Commerce. 
Mr. Robert Schute, Wayland Town Crier. 
Visual Material: 
The various Chabers of Conmerce. 
Allied Stores Corporation. 
North Shore newspapers. 
Sources of Information: 
1960 u. s. Census of Population data. 
Greater Boston Economic Study CODJDittee, Boston, Mass. 
I 
I 
I 
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(2) "Cities in a Squeeze" 
Introduction: 
The cities that were left behind by the suburban 
movement have their own story to tell. In many cases, they 
lost••in terms of residents••the best educated people, the 
most successful people, and the religious and educational 
leaders. Thus it is a social problem just as much as an 
economic problem. Some cities have started on redevelop-
ment, others on urban renewal. Some have done very little. 
This program seeks to review both the good and the bad. 
Content: 
The opening mtnutes.will again illustrate the general 
effect• of the suburban movement via imaglnative cartoons, 
diagrams, and picture•. An in•depth study of Boston, 
about s:l.x minutes in lenath, will follow. Mr. Walter 
Knight, General ManageJ:' of the Greater Boston Chamber of 
Commerce will introduce several film clips on closings 
and openings of downtown operations (the closing of a de• 
partment store and the ope~ of the new Travelers 
Insurance Company bulldiaa, for example) • He' 11 analyze 
the effects of the suburban movement on downtown retail 
trade and downtown business in general. He' 11 explain the 
difference between redevelopment and renewal, and then go 
on to show what Boston has done in these areas. His points 
will be illustrated by photos and slides. 
lj 
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Next, a three or four-minute study will show how the 
city of Qulncy rebuilt its shopping area to keep retail 
business there. This was a combined effort of the Chamber 11 
of Commerce, the city officials, and the merchants. ~~ 
Redevelopment, a major step taken by New Haven, lj 
Connecticut during the period will be examined by way of I 
slides and photos. 
A ten-minute study of Hartford, Connecticut will show 
what a city can accomplish if the business cODIIJUDity works 
toaether and co-ordinates its activities. Mr. Arthur J. 
Lumsden, Executive Secretary of the Greater Hartford 
Chamber. of CODID8rce will discuss the growth of this 
community spirit. He'll introduce a Chamber of CODJDerce 
film dealing with the chana•• that took place in Hartford. 
The proposed Constitution Plaza, first goal of this new 
spirit, will be illustrated by photopaphs and slides. 
The question of meuopolitan government will also be 
presented, with cartoons illustrating the arguments on 
both sides. 
Finally, the question of responsibility will be 
brouaht up; whether busf.Deesmen and other citizens who 
work in the core city, but are no longer residents of the 
city, still have a civic re~sibility to it. The com• 
ments of citizens and cOIIIIRmity leaders will be presented, 
either by film or by slides and audio tape. 
20 
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Contributors To The Program: 
Mr. Martin Myerson. Director, Urban Research Center, 
Harvard University. 
Visual Material: 
The various Chambers of C0111'118rce. The various city 
newspapers. 
Sources of Info~tion: 
Greater Hartford Chamber of Commerce. 
Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce. 
Connecticut Development Commission. 
New Englander Mqaaine. 
Greater Boston Buslgeaa. Fall 1959. (Golden 
Anniversary Issue). 
Greater Boston Economic Study Committee. 
21 
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(3) "3 R's in Review" 
Introduction: 
Not only did the decade bring more students into the \ 
I 
classrooms, but the impact of Soviet technology during the J 
latter part of Fifties caused New Englanders to re•evaluate j 
their entire educational structure. Improvements !!2 I 
problems will be noted. 
Content: 
The opening minutes will highlight the Conant Report 
of 1959 which made twenty-one recommendations to secondary 
schools. This will be done by charts and cartoons. Having 
set the tone of inadequacy in certain areas of education, 
the program will analyze the changes that did begin to 
occur in the Fifties. Charta will illustrate the overall 
growth of school enrollment state•by•state. The develop• 
ment of regional high schools, using the Wayland, 
Massachusetts school as an example, will be presented 
through pictures to illustrate this new concept in com• 
munity education. 
I 
New types of school structures will be examined 
through photographs, particularly the new school at 
Brookfield, Massachusetts, which was built at half the 
usual cost per pupil. 
'I 
The growth of educational television will be 
analyzed through an interview with an official of WGBH•TV, 
I 
I 
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television 'I Cambridge, Mass. He will discuss the in-school 
project that was established in Massachusetts during the 
Fifties. Several of the programs will be mentioned, and 
then he'll introduce a four-minute filmed sequence taken 
at a local school where students are watching a French 
program. 
Next, the topic of curricula will be examined. I 
Mr. Roland B. Kimball, Chief of the Division of Instruction 
at the New Hampshire Department of Education, will discuss 
the trends he's noted. 3 These trends will be illustrated 
by cartoons and pictures. 
Changes in teaching standards will be presented via 
cartoon and interview. The provisions of the National 
Defense Education Act and state aid to education will also 
be examined. Mr. Michael F. Walsh, Commissioner of 
Education in Rhode Island, will explain what his state did 
for education during the Fifties. 
The effects of Connecticut legislation, granting 
reimbursement to local communities who accept blind 
students into public schools, will be highlighted. A 
three•minute film of blind students attending West Haven 
~etter from Mr. Kimball, March 9, 1961. Mr. Kimball 
pointed out the greater comprehensiveness of the school 
program, f!aowing recognition of individual differences, 
and more ginative use of instructional aids. 
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and Stamford schools will be shown. 4 
Finally, education in the State of Vermont will be 
critically analyzed as we try to follow many of these 
trends into a northern New England state. This five• 
minute analysis will be partly on film. Another part, 
dealing with interviews, may be on tape with slides of 
the interviewees as the visual material. This sequence 
will also serve as a summary of the program. 
Contributors To The Program: 
Mr. OWen B. Kiernan, COIIIDissioner of Education, 
State of Massachusetts. 
Visual Material: 
Mr. A. Bella Sziklas, architect, Newton, Mass. 
Connecticut State Board of Education. 
Educational Facilities Laboratory, New York City. 
Sources of Information: 
State Departments of Education. 
State Board of Education, State of Vermont: 
B&ennial Reports, 1952 1 1954, 1956, 1958, 1960. 
4connecticut State Dept. of Education, The Status of 
Education in Connecticut••l956 (Hartford: Connecticut 
State Department of EdUcation, March 7, 1956), p. 25. 
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(4) "The Six•State Campus" 
Introduction: 
College enrollments did not reach the danger point 
during the 1950's, but colleges did grow both in member• 
ship and in scope.. Many innovations have developed. Yet 
some changes have not occurred in all of the six states. 
And the program will point out the states that have not 
-
adopted certain programs as well as those that have. 
Content: 
The program will open with a vigorous ten-minute 
summary of college growth over the period. The camera 
will pan over many photos showing new buildings at 
Brandeis University, the University of Connecticut and 
others. Pictures of Boston University night school and 
the Northeastern University co-operative education program 
will also be highlighted. 
Next, a five-minute analysis of state teachers col• 
leges will be presented to see be! well•equipped these 
colleges are to meet the demands of New England' s increas• 
ing population. Massachusetts will be analyzed in depth. 
Establishment and changes in its certification law will 
be analyzed. 
Three new developments--community colleges, a co-
operative program among the state universities, and the 
introduction of teaching machines--will then be presented. 
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Community colleges, to be financed by the state, 
promise to be a major development of the Sixties. The 
trend, however, started in the Fifties. In Massachusetts, 
the Quincy Junior College was opened in 1956. 5 Pictures 
of the school will be shown and a student and his parents 
will participate in a five-minute interview which will 
examine the advantages of the community college. Pictures 
will be used in the discussion. 
The cooperative program among the state universities 
will be explained by Mt:. levin P. Bunnell, Acting 
Executive Secretary of the New England Board of Higher 
Education.6 His remarks will be illustrated by cartoons. 
Professor B. F. Skinner of Harvard University will be 
on hand to demonstrate hit teaching machine whereby 
students actually learn from a machine, while the teacher 
becomes a programmer. One of the students from his human 
behavior course, in which the machine is used, will also 
be present. 
College financing will be investigated, with emphasis 
on the Massachusetts Hilber Education Assistance 
5tnterview with Mt:. ICevin P. Bunnell, Actina 
Executive Secretary, New England Board of Higher Education, 
March 17, 1961. 
6Througb this program qualified New England students 
may be admitted at in•state tuition fees to the state 
university of another New England state for certain pro• 
grams not offered in his own state college. Source: 
Interview with Mr. Bunnell, J!!!!!. 
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Corporation and the New Enaland Higher Education Assistance 
Corporation of Maine Which make it possible for regular 
commercial banks to lend money to students on very at-
tractive terms. 
Contributors To -zbe Proar•: 
Mr. John P. McGrail, Director of Teacher Certification 
and Placement, Massachusetts Department of 
Education. 
Dr. D. Justin McCarthy, Director of the Division of 
State Teachers Colleaes, Massachusetts Department 
of Education. 
Mr. Charles W. Akers, Quincy Junior College. 
Mr. James G. Holland, Harvard University. 
Visual Material: 
The various university pbotoaraphy services. 
Mr. Walter Taylor, 111 State House (COIIIDUility 
colleges). 
Sources of Information: 
New Enaland Board of Hiaher Education. 
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(5) "New England On The Move" 
Introduction: 
Transportation facilities were at least one factor in 
the movement of populations away from urban areas. The 
automobile was the key facility. Mass transportation was 
another. Beyond this, national transportation methods 
changed·over the decade. 
Content: 
The program will open with a look at the motorist via 
cartoons. The growth of automobile traffic will be 
analyzed. Then the Connecticut Turnpike, built during the 
late 1950's will be used as an example of how a super• 
hishway is put together. Films and photos will back up 
the remarks of a member of the Connecticut State Highway 
Department. 
Next. a film study of the growth of Logan Inter-
national Airport will be shown. The manager of the air• 
port will be present to narrate part of a film provided 
by one of the national airlines. The opening of the 
$650.000 central freight terminal building and the motel 
will be highlighted as well as the way Logan prepared 
itself for the jet aae :l.n 1958. 
From the success story of the airlines, the program 
will turn to a ten-minute, in•depth study of the railroad 
crisis. No guests will be used here. The cameras will 
pan over a number of photographs and cartoons. All 
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"(', 
New England railroads will be included. 
One type of rail facility will give way to another 
as the program turns to a brief analysis of the MTA in 
Greater Boston. Highlighted will be a report of the 
Greater Boston Economic Study Committee. 7 Cartoons, charts 
and diagrams will be used. 
Finally, new ways of hauling freight will be presented 
pictorially. "Piggyback" service, introduced by the 
New Haven Railroad, will be explained and illustrated. 
Contributors: 
Mr. Sidney L. Poe, Federal Aviation Agency, Logan 
International Airport, Boston, Massachusetts. 
Mr. Paul Williams, Aviation Editor, Boston Traveler. 
Mr. Tom Callahan, Massachusetts Port Authority. 
Visual Material: 
Massachusetts Aeronautics Commission. 
Mr. Dick Hannon, Northeast Airlines. 
Mr. Tom Lyons, American Airlines. 
Mr. Jack Rogers, Pan American Airlines. 
Connecticut State Highway Department. 
Sources: 
Massachusetts Transportation Committee. 
7Greater Boston Economic Study Committee, Solvip& 
Greater Boston's Commuting Problems (Boston: 1958). 
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Rail Transportation Committee of the New England 
Council. 
Connecticut State Higbway Department. 
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(6) "New Neighbors For Old" 
Introduction: 
Although the textile industry has declined in New 
England over the Fifties, the gwowth of the electronics 
industry and other new industries gives the producer an 
opportunity to promote what New England !c2!.!. have. 
Content: 
The program will begin with a five-minute analysis of 
the old industry••textiles. Cartoons and charts will 
illustrate the main factors in the decline. 
Next, the electronics industry will be investigated. 
Charts and diagrams will explain what 19:!!!! of electronics 
produc ~s are produced :l.n New England. The growth of two 
companies will be noted: llaytheon Manufacturing Company 
and Itek Corporation. 
The program will then tum to a six-minute pictorial 
salute to Route 128. The camera will pan over many photos 
showing many of the 260-odd companies and 18 industrial 
parks in operation there. 8 The narrative will describe 
the types of firms located there. Tape•recorded comments 
by company officials giviDg their reasons for moving to 
Route 128 will be heard. The New England Indus trial Center 
~ssachusetts Department of Commerce: Industrial 
Devele!i:nt Alona Route 128 (Boston: MassachUsetts 
Depar nt of Cooaerce, January, 1960), p. 1. 
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at Needham, one of the largest, will be highlighted. Then 
six or seven minutes will be devoted to industrial parks 
themselves. The State of Maine, very active in this field, 
will be highlighted, as well as the West River Industrial 
Park at Providence which will be used as an example of 
how these parks begin. 
Pictures and slides will highlight a newcomer to 
New England: plastics. The $1,250,000 Monsanto Chemical 
Company research and development center in Springfield, 
Mass. will be the scene of a short filmed investigation of I 
the mushrooming plastics industry. 
Finally, Groton, Connecticut, and Portsmouth, New 
Hampshire, will be hishllshted. At Groton, General 
Dyaamics Corporation has been building atomic and nuclear• 
powered submarines since the early 1950's. A representa• 
tive of the company will be on hand to narrate a filmed 
segment on the launching of the various submarines. This 
will be followed by a brief analysis of the type of 
workers employed at the Portsmouth Naval shipyard•• 
another producer of atomic and nuclear submarines. 
Visual Material: 
Monsanto Chemical Co., Springfield, Mass. 
Cabot, Cabot and Forbes Co., Boston, Mass. 
Eastern Aerial Surveys, Boston, Mass. 
Raytheon Manufacturing Company, Waltham, Mass. 
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ltek Corporation, Waltham, Mass. 
General Dynamics Corporation, Electric Boat Division, 
Groton, Conn. 
Sources: 
Connecticut Development COIIIDission, Hartford, Conn. 
Cabot, Cabot and Forbes Co., Boston, Mass. 
"Boston's Golden Industrial Semicircle," Special 
Supplement, Greater Boston Business Magazine, 
September, 1959. 
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston: The Electronics 
Industry in New Egland to 1970, Boston: 1959. 
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston: New Egland Textile 
Emploent in 1970, Boston: 1959. 
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(7) "Civil Defense anc:l the Elements" 
Introduction: 
One of the most misunderstood organizations on the 
New England scene today is the Office of Civil anc:l Defense 
Mobilization. Born in 1950, the Civil Defense Agency is a 
perfect example of a product of the Fifties. Its disaster 
operations are passively appreciated. Its defense opera• 
tions are ignored, if not scorned. This program will not 
attempt to persuade New Englanders to adopt Civil Defense 
suggestions. A single program could never do this. What 
it will attempt to do is to mix the familiar anc:l the 
unfamiliar in an attempt to create some kind of public 
empathy for the efforts of Civil Defense. 
Content: 
The program will begin with a film of a hurricane 
with a voice•over description of the storm. This will be 
followed by film of an H•Bomb explosion with a voice-over 
description of precautions that high government officials 
have recommended be taken. Immediately after this, slides 
of Civil Defense literature will be shown as citizens are 
asked haw much they know about Civil Defense operations. 
With this introduction, emphasizing the two areas in 
which Civil Defense operates as well as how little or how 
much people know about the organization, the details will 
begin. 
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The formation of tbe Civil Defense Agency will be 
demonstrated through cartoons, maps, and charts. 
Slides, films, mapa, photographs, and descriptive 
narration will be used to demonstrate the activities of 
Civil Defense in disaster operations. First, Mr. Paul 
Craigue, former reporter for the Boston Globe, and now 
Public Information Officer for the Massachusetts Civil 
Defense Agency will recall the Worcester tornado as 
visual material on the eubject is shown. Next, the 
operations of Civil Defense during Hurricane Carol in 
1954 will be reviewed. A Connecticut or Rhode Island 
Civil Defense official will then narrate the visual 
material on Hurricane Diane and the 1955 floods. Finally, 
the Forest Fires of 1957 will be reviewed by Colonel L. M. 
Nisbet of the Massachusetts State Agency. 
The program will then turn to defense operations. 
Mr. Harold Rossi, Area Three Director, will explain the 
handicaps that Civil Defense has encountered, and will 
speak honestly about the public. He will be aided by 
photos and cartoons. 
Finally, the Civil Defense organization within a 
small Maine town will be analyzed to show what the organi• 
zation is prepared to do in case of disaster or attack. 
Contributors: 
Mr. Henry Brown, Public Information Officer, Office 
of Civil and Defense Mobilization, Federal Region 
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One, Harvard, Mass. 
Mr. Don Kent, WBZ•'lV, Boston, Mass. 
Visual Material: 
u. s. Weather Bureau, Boston. 
Boston and Providence newspapers. 
Worcester Telesram aad Gazette. 
Civil Defense Agency offices. 
WBZ•TV, Boston. 
Sources of Information: 
New England newspapers. 
II 
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(8) "The Farmers of New Egland" 
Introduction: 
It is a bit ironic that New Englanders take their 
fumers for granted. This program is presented in the 
hopes of establishing more understanding of the farmer, 
his work, and his problema. 
Content: 
The program will open with interviews of produce 
dealers at l'aneuil Hall 1n Boston. Wlth more and more 
direct marketing of fruits and vegetables from farmer to 
buyer, the cOUJDeDts of these men should make for a lively 
introduction.9 The proaram will then turn to a pictorial 
analysis of the new country plants in Concord and Ayer 
~ssachusetts) that assemble fruits and vegetables. 
Next, the new methocla of handling milk will be 
analyzed. A filmed eepant will show how bulk tanks, 
introduced in 19 54, have replaced country plants in 
assembling milk for Boeton. This will be followed by 
cartoons showing how milk production has increased over 
the ten•year period. 
A five-minute segment will show the rapid growth of 
the broiler industry 1n Maine. The camera will pan over 
9Interview with Mr. Louis Webster, Director of 
Market~, Massachusetts Department of Aariculture, 
March 13, 1961. All of the information In this section, 
unless otherwise noted, vas obtained from Mr. Webster. 
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pictures taken at a "push button poultry house." 
Mr. Louis Webster, Director of Marketing, Massachusetts 
Department of Agriculture, will explain the growth of the 
industry and the new processing agreements between growers 
and grain men. 
The tx'end toward fewer and larger farms will be 
analyzed by cartoons and photos. The tremendous growth 
of market gardeners, who raise flowers and nursery stock, 
will be analyzed. Warren Shannon of Lexington will tell 
why he .is :l.n the gardenina business. 
Finally, the pli&ht of the Connecticut tobacco 
famer will be presented. Photos and a panning camera 
will show the effects that the introduction of the binder 
sheet in 1954 bas had on Connecticut tobacco men. 
Contributors: 
Mr. Fred Libutzke, Bureau of Markets, Connecticut 
State Division of Farms and Markets, Hartford, 
Conn. 
Visual Material: 
Professor l.obert Youna, Field Station, Waltham, Mass. 
Mr. Earl Carpenter • Visual Education, Extension 
Service, University of Massachusetts. 
Mr. Clifford Belden, Hatfield, Mass. 
Sources: 
Shade Tobacco Growers' Aaricultural Association, Inc. 
•- ... ,.,..a- 110 -- ... ~- tlftf· ~ t'v of 1'!.----:t:ic.ut. 
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(9) "A Six•State Medical lteegrt" 
Introduction: 
Several breaktbrougha in the fight against disease 
were realized in the decade. 'l'hey are worth recalling 
and combining with infoX'IDAtion on the growth of hospitals 
and research. Together the;y can give the public a better 
understanding of the medical field. 
Content: 
The first ten minutes of tbe program will be devoted 
to the fight against polio which reached its climax in 
1955 with the introcluction of the Salk vaccine. Pictures 
will re-introduce the Polio Pioneers who in 1954 became 
the first to receive the vaccine. The entire story will 
be narrated by Dr. Joseph llearclon, Division of Communicable 
Diseases, Massachusetts Department of Public Health. 10 
Dr. Reardon will also explain why Massachusetts was one 
of the last states to accept the vaccine as safe. Car• 
toons will show bow cllatd.butlon was carried out. 
Next, Dr. Reardon will explain why an influenza 
epidemic was in the mak.ina in 1957. Cartoons and diagrams 
will help him to illustrate his points. Photographs and 
slides will help recall tbe campaigns put on to promote 
10In£o~t1on for the first two se&ments of this 
section was obtained in a personal interview with 
Dr. Reardon, March 20, 1961. 
II 
II 
II 
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innoculation of the anti•flu virus. 
Finally, c:liagrams and charts will show the effective 
decreases in whooping cousb and diphtheria cases since 
1950. 
The second part of the program will deal with medical 
research and hospital growth over the decade. A five or 
six-minute segment, with photographs and a panning camera, 
will illustrate this growth. 
Finally, cartoons and photographs will show the ad• 
vances in the fight againat mental illness and photographs 
will show other medical advances. 
Contributors: 
Mrs. Mary Baker, Maasachuaetts Department of Public 
Health. 
Mr. Francis Chevreflle, Massachusetts Health Research 
Institute. 
Visual Material: 
Various New Eng lane hospitals and medical centers. 
Massachusetts General Hospital. 
Massachusetts Department of Public Health. 
Sources: 
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital. 
New England Journal of Medicine. 
Massachusetts Hospital Association. 
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(10) "New Ideas In Entertaimuent" 
Introduction: 
This program will serve prtmarily as a promotional 
device for New England sUIIIDer entertainment. It should 
be preeented as close as possible to the sUDJDer months 
for maximum effectivenesa. 
Content: 
The program will besin with cartoons depicting the 
way New Englanders find entertaimnent. This technique 
will be carried through the entire progzam, and when a 
particular form of entertainment is shown that was de• 
veloped in the Fifties, a pictorial analysis of it will 
be given. 
First, a ten-minute review of the growth of music 
tents will be given. Elliot Norton, drama critic of the 
Boston Dally bcord and Sunday Advertiser will narrate 
this pictorial review wh:l.ch starts in Hyannis in 1950 
with the first music tent to be built in New England. 
Next, the "festival theatres" will be reviewed. The 
American Shakespeare Theatre at Stratford, Connecticut 
will be spotlighted as well as the Metropolitan Boston 
Arts Center. Photographs and films will be used. 
Next, New England drive•:Ln theatres will be high• 
lighted. The largest operating drive•in, located in 
Providence, Bhode Island will be featured and its manager 
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Further south in lbocle Island is Newport. The pro• 
gram will analyze the Newport Jazz Festivals through 
cartoons, photographs, and film. Emphasis will be 
placed on who attends such festivals and how riots, such 
as those in 1960, develop. 
Finally, two newcomers to the New England scene--the 
Boston Arts Festival and the Boston Opera Group--will be 
highlighted. Sarah Caldwell, director of the Opera Group 
will tell how the organization started. 
Contributors: 
Professor Eugene Blackman, New England Theatre 
Conference. 
Mr. John Houseman, Artistic Director, American 
Shakespeare Festival Theatre. 
Visual Material: 
Boston Arts festival. 
Newport Chamber of Commerce. 
The various music tent theatres. 
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(11) "Tourists And Recreation" 
Introduction: 
Few New Englanders realize that tourists are one of 
the top three industries in four of the six New England 
states. Massachusetts is one of them. This program 
analyzes the way New Enalanders handle this industry and 
the way they obtain recreation. 
Content: 
The first half of the program will highlight the 
New Englander himself as a tourist in his own region. 
Summer camp statistics will be given While the camera 
pans over photographs of various camps in the area. Trip 
camps will be highlighted, with Mrs, Charles Vaughn of 
Camp Quoddi narrating a fiLm of her camp's operations. 
Another innovation, family camping, will be explained by 
Mr. J. Russell Williams, bead of the New England Family 
Camping Association, with the aid of maps and photographs. 
The growth of Maine's cOIDID8rc1al ski areas over the 
decade will be illustrated, and one such area will be 
analyzed in depth. 
Cartoons and photographs will show the growth of 
ice•skating facilities, motor boat traffic, and skin divers 
The voyage and arrival of the Mayflower II will then 
be reviewed. 
Then the approach will change. A critical review of 
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Comparisons with other regions and cities will be made. 
General John o•Brien of the New England Council will tell I 
what the Council has done and how promotion is carried out. 
Mr. Harbert W. Frank of the Herbert W. Frank Agency will I 
tell why he thinks New Eqland hasn • t done enough. Then 1 
Mr. Robert T. Killam, Jr., Public Relations Director of 
the New England Hotel Association will present his views. 
He will refer to critical but constructive comments from 
his article on tourists :Ln the New Englander magazine of 
June, 1960. Films, slides ancl charts will be used by the 
guests. 
Contributors: 
Mr. Norman Cook, cape Cod Chamber of CODIDerce. 
Mr. Bob Elliot, Director, Recreation Division, Maine 
Department of Economic Development. 
Mr. Ted Bermingham, Commissioner, Vermont Development 
Department. 
Visuals: 
Connecticut Development Commission, Hartford, Conn. 
Plimoth Plantation, Plymouth, Mass. 
C.,e Cod Chamber of Commerce. 
Bay State Filma, Boston, Mass. 
Sources: 
Plimoth Plantation, Plymouth, Mass. 
Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce. 
I 
II 
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(12) "Leadership•-A Mai or Contribution" 
Introduction: 
During the Fifties, New England men not only rose to 
great heights within the region, but went on to serve the 
country as well. Out of the multitude of men, I have 
chosen five. Their good points as well as their bad will 
be covered. 
Content: 
The program will begin with a five-minute pictorial 
review of New Englanders who became leaders in the Fifties, 
beginning with John F. lteDned.y. The remainder of the 
program will deal with Edalund S. Muskie, Governor and 
Senator from Maine; Dr. Paul Dudley White, Heart Special• 
ist to President Eiae'Dhower; Abraham Ribicoff, Congressman 
and Governor of Connecticut; Christian A. Herter, Governor 
of Massachusetts and u. s. Secretary of State; and 
Dr. James ll. Killian, Jr. 1 Ml'l President and Presidential 
Assistant. 
The program will proceed year by year and each of the 
men's activities during that year will be highlighted. 
Visuals: 
Dr. White: Natior&Jl Ge01£aphic Ma.sazine, July, 1956. 
Y:!!,1 October 10 1 19 55. 
Dr. Killian: Fortune, January, 1958 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
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Mr. Herter: Republican State Committee, Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Muskie: Democratic State CODIDittee, Augusta, 
Maine. 
Mr. Ribicoff: Democratic State CODIDittee, Hartford, 
Conn. 
Neweweek, September 15, 1952. 
Sources: 
Reader's Guide to Perlodical Literature. 
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(13) "Raw Egland Looks Agtad" 
Introduction: 
With the Fifties behind us, the series turns to the 
Sixties and takes a brief look at what lies ahead 1n each 
of the twelve areas. In same, trends of the Fifties will 
continue. In others 1 new developments will take place. 
Content: 
The program will be&ln with a look at the projected 
population figures for 1970 via cartoons and charts. 
Illustrations will demonstrate the expected movement of 
population even further lnto the suburbs. A short but 
detailed picture analysis of Providence's urban redevelop• 
ment plans for the future will be shown. Charts and 
slides will illustrate aame of the needs of typical 
New EDgland schools and colleges. Turning to transporta• 
tion, slides and photoaraphs will show the planned improve• 
ments for Logan Airport. Photographs will illustrate the 
expected growth 1n Connecticut industry in the Sixties. A 
Civil Defense official will look ahead to 1970 defense 
methods. In agriculture, the viewers will see what's 
comina 1n food processing. Photographs will illustrate 
recent medical research unclertald.ngs. On the topic of 
entertainment, plana for the completion of the Metropolitan 
Arts Center will be revealed. Mr. John Coates of the 
New England Council will take a brief look at the future 
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of the tourist industry 1n the six•state region. A 
picture-story of the new leaders from New England will 
round out the prog~am. 
Visual Material, Sources, and Contributors: 
For the most part, material and information for this 
program will come from the aame sources that were con• 
sulted while developf.ng the other twelve programs. For 
example, information on Coaaecticut industrial growth 
will be taken from the CoDDecticut Development Commission 
booklet Connecticut in the teventiet. Mr. Louis Webster 
will speak again, this . time about food processing. 
On the other hand, some new sources will be used. 
Projected population fipres will be taken from the 
Federal Reserve Bank booklet New Egland lopulation and 
Labor Force Projections. The Providence Chamber of 
Commerce will be consulted for information on redevelopment 
plans in that area. 
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4. Production 
A narrator, who will also act as the studio host, 
will be the only regular participant :l.n the series. Each 
program will be, basically, a documentary. Thus all ele• 
ments, such as films • slicles, and cartoons, will become 
part of the narrative. One or more guests will appear on 
each progran. These studio guests will not usually be 
interviewed. They will be introduced and will talk on a 
previously determined subject. They will be seated in 
front of a scenic unit appropriate to the subject matter. 
This may be a flat with abstract design, a blown•up 
picture of the area under discussion, or the guests may j 
even be shot in "limbo." The same procedure will be fol• 1 
lowed with the narrator. Interviews will be held, but I 
- I 
usually outside the studio. These will be filmed or· taped. I 
The program will rely heavily on photographs, slides, 
charts, diagrams, and film. In the programs outlined 
above, original film shooting has been kept to a minimum. 
Naturally the more funds that are available, the.more 
film can be used. Television stations may also be a 
source for film clips••if their co-operation can be ob• 
tained. 
On several occasions the television camera will pan 
across photographs and cartoons and zoom in and out to 
create movement. If the programs are ever to be filmed in 
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their entirety, then dynamic camera techniques will be 
used. 
Most of the production necessities have been men• 
tf.oned under content. 
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5. Promotion 
A 
MUch of the following procedure was suggested to me 
by Mr. James A. Pike, President of Pike Productions in 
Newton, Massachusetta. 
An independent producer of "New England :l.n the 
Fifties" should have one :l.umediate goal in mind: to ob• 
tain a personal interview with the program director or 
another member of the local station management staff. The 
ultimate goal, of course, is to sell the series. The 
following course of action should be followed: 
1. The producer should prepare a mailing piece ad• 
vising the potential client that the program series idea 
is available. The mailina piece should consist of a 
short letter••not a form letter••and a flpr. These will 
serve as an :l.ntroduct:l.on only. They should be straight• 
forward but necessarily incomplete. The mailing piece 
should be sent to the atation program manager and other 
key management personnel related to progr8111Dill8. In the ~1 letter, it should be mentioned that others in the organ:Lza• 
tion have been contacted. 
2. One week after the mailina, the producer should 
telephone the station program director and arrange for a 
meeting. 
========~F=======================================================~======= 
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3. At the meet1na, the producer should have an out• I 
line of the series with him, as well as an attractive re• 1 
I 
port or brochure which be will be able to leave with the 
1
1' 
director. In the brochure, Program Number 1 should be 
spelled out in detail. And the others should be indicated I 
••at least to the point where potential guests and program 
segments are outlined. The producer should have definite 1 
I 
rea80118 why the show will be successful for this particular 
station. These reasons should be written out in the 
-
brochure. This will personalize the presentation and 
eliminate any thoughts that, with a few alterations, the 
same speech is being used over and over again. The 
producer should present an audience analysis, backed up 
by statistics. For visual presentation, he should have 
a film clip from the ahow with him. A sound track, 
either on the film or on tape, should be included. A big 
picture book or similar presentations should not be used. 
'rbeae are over-worked techniques. 
4. A kit should also be offered with the series. 
The kit should contain audio tapes and slides that have 
been taken from the prosrams. These will be used for 
promo&. U it is financially possible, open-end film 
promos should be offered. !be producer ahould also in• 
clude copy for live announcements, and publicity releases 
for newspapers, trade j ouraal.s, and interested organiza• 
tions (see (l) and (2) below for examples]. For a fresh 
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approach, a feature story should be created that can be 
sent to TV Gglde. The producer should have samples of 
this kit with him at the meeting. 
5. He should be prepared to assume a significant 
part of the station's promotional costs. 
B 
Audience tune•in, prior to and following the premier 
program will be promoted in three ways: 
(1) TV spot announcements 
(2) Publicity releases 
(3) Flyers for higb school use 
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(1} Televition Spot Announcements 
One Minute: 
VIDEO 
on film 
rescue operations 
road and industrial plants 
houaina 
AUDIO 
ANN: This :l.s Providence, 
Rhode Island, 1955. Floods 
have come to New Enaland. 
In 1954 it was a hurricane 
and 1n 1953 it was a 
tornado. 
This is Route 128. 
During these same years it's 
become one of the country's 
leading areas for industrial 
development. 
And this is Wayland, 
Massachusetts. During the 
1950' a this suburban town 
more than doubled :l.ts popu• 
lation. 
A lot happened to 
New England in the Fifties. 
And you can relive it all 
starting this Friday on 
Channel 1. 
model of proposed 
Hartford project 
research laboratories 
outside of a music tent 
super "New E~land 1n the 
Fifties" 
fade mu1ic tent 
1lide••Stat1on ID 
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You'll see bow Hartford 
ia planning for the future 
with new buildings and a new 
spirit. 
You'll see how 
New England became the centa 
of a bright new industry•• 
electronics. And how we 
built the first atomic 
submarine at Groton, 
Connecticut. 
You'll meet the people 
who help run musical tents•• 
another product of New Eng• 
land in the Fifties. Start• 
1ng this Friday and every 
Friday at 7:30 P.M. on 
Channel 1. 
Twenty Seconds: 
vmEo 
slide of tourists at Swan 
Boats, Boston 
slide of family climbiaa 
hill 
slide ·"New England in the 
Fifties" and Station ID 
Ten Seconds: 
VIDEO 
slide of cap and gown 
super "New England :Ln the 
Fifties" and Station ID 
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AUDIO 
ANN: Why is New England 
losing her third largest 
industry? Watch "New Eng 
in the Fifties" this Friday 
evening and find out why 
tourists are ignoring us 
and hurting our economy. 
You' 11 also find out what 
"trip camps" are • and where 
to go family camping on 
"New England in the Fifties" 
Friday at 7:30 P.M. on 
Channel 1. 
AUDIO 
ANN: Do you approve of 
teaching machines? Do you 
think C0111DU1lity colleges are 
worthwhile? Watch "The Slx-
S tate Campus •" on 
"New Eogland in the Fifties •' 
tomorrow night on Channel 1. 
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(2) Publicity Releases 
To A Newspaper: 
SCJfiTHOO FOR BVIRYOE IN NIW TELEVISION SERIES 
"New England in the Fifties," a documentary series 
covering all aspects of New England life, from school to 
I 
i! 
'I I 
. summer theatres, begins this Friday evening at 7: 30 on 1 
CbaMl One. 11 
Tbe balf•hour weekly series, accordina to its produ• 
cer Joe Smith, is a "critical review'' of activities in the 
aix•atate area. "We'll tsy to promote New Ina land, of 
course. But we're more concemed. with finding out what 
the states did do and didD' t do in each of the areas." 
Indi'd.dual proar•• will deal with the suburban move• 
ment, urban problems, secoadarJ education, college educa• 
tion. transportation. induCJ:y growth, Civil Defense and 
the elements. agriculture, health, entertainment, tourists 
and recnation, and leadership. 'lbe final program will 
look at plana for the future in these twelve areas. 
"New England in the Fifties" will use plenty of films 
and photographs. A aovelty w1ll be the use of cartoon 
c:lrawiuaa throughout the series. 
"We think there 1 a something for everyone in 'New 
England ln the Fifties,''' coaoenta WZZZ' a program director 
Bob Jones. Viewers will be able to judge for themselves 
starting this Friday evenlng at 7:30 P .. M. 
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To A Trade Journal: 
NEW ENGLAND IBiliES "HITS HOHI" 
"New England 1n the Fifties," the new thirteen-week 
series put out by Smith Productions of Boston, won • t be a 
documentarr travelogue •. The new series, already bought by 
two New England stations, will analyze the resion' s prob• 
lema as well as its successes. And it won • t hold back 
punches when its producer feels the public or the state 
goveraments have missed the boat. 
"We want to motivate the viewer," says Joe Smith, 
head of Smith Productions. "You can't motivate him with a 
travelogue. We want to help the public realize what's 
happened••good or bac:l•-d.uri.aa the past tea years." 
The series :Ls a novelty on the New lnglanci scene, 
since :Lt is· the first regular series to deal with 
New England. It is also one of the very few series to 
be produced by an outside production fixm strictly for 
New Ensland stations. 
Individual programs wlll cleal with the suburban move• 
ment, urban problems, seccmdary education, college educa• 
tlon, transportation, inclustzJ growth, Civil Defense and 
the el-.nts, agriculture, health, entertainment, ·tourists 
and recreation, and leaderabip. The final program will 
look at plana for the future 1n these twelve areas. 
The series will rely heavily on visual material. 
Cartoon cb:awings will be an added feature. 
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To Interested Organizations; Educators: 
TELEVISION PROGRAM WILL ANAL'fZE CQI.J.BGI QRWm 
The growth of New England colleges during the 1950's 
will highlight a half hour program on hi&her education to 
be seen next Friday evening, March 24th on Channel One. 
"The S:l.x•State Campu1" will shaw the growth of 
New England colleges, particularly Brandeis University and 
the tftdversity of ConneoJicut. College f,iDancing will 
also be investigated. 
Massachusetts' state teachers colleges will be 
analyzed in depth to see how well equipped they have be• 
come to meet New Eugland'• demands. 
Three new development~: development of cOIIIDUility col• 
leges. the co-operative proaram among the state univer• 
sitiea, and the introduction of teaching uaacbines at 
Harvard, will be analyzed. 
Quests will include Mr. Kevin P. Bunnell of the 
New England Board of Higher Education, Professor B. F. 
Skinner of Harvard University, and Fred White, a student 
at Qulncy Junior college. 
The program is one in a aeries of proarama on the 
region. entitled "New England in the Fifties. u It is now 
being seen on two televiaiOD stations in New England. 
"The Six•State Campus" is being produced by Joe Smith of 
Smith Productions, Boston. 
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6. !191F!! Analysis 
There are two area of major difficulty in the series 
developuent as a whole. 
First, I was limited in 'IStJ capacity to peraoaal.ly 
visit the states i.nvolveci. Therefore, my primary area of 
b,vestigation was Eaatem Haaeachusetts. Contacts with 
Northern New England were extremely difficult to make by 
the written word. As a reault, much of the information 
sent to me was f.nappt:opd.ate or insufficient and it was 
then necessary to devote 1110re of each progr• to the 
southern section. Tbia waa also due to the fact that 
Maasacbuaetts and CODD8ctlout were the most dyn•ic of the 
states in many instances 1 8llCi therefore required more at• 
tention. Thus the sarles ia not quite as representative 
of aos:them New £naland as 1 bad hoped. 
The other difft.cul.ty. tJplcal of most extensive in• 
terview c•palps, I would aaiJUIII8, was the problem of 
intervlewlng the appropd.ah person or COIDpaDY. Several 
contacts were not capable of &ivt.Da the i.nfomation 
desired, although they bad thous;ht they were. The reuon 
for theM misunderstandi.Dp, in moat instances, was the 
necessary Umits of rq reaeas-oh. Only infomation on 
New Baaland was appropriate; ODly infomation on the 
1950's could be used. I 80011 realized the i.alportance of 
clearly deft.nio& these limits before making plana for an 
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interview. 
After much irrvestiaatiala, two original program ideas 
were dropped. "Airwaves and Newstands" was deleted for 
several reasons. Ft.rst, prelimina:ry investigation uncover•• 
no major changes in the New England newspaper structure as 
had been anticipated. Secondly, it was realized that the 
chanps :1n radio progr81111daa and the impact of televlalon 
could not be as excitlligly presented as the rest of the pro 
gr•s in the sertes. ~ci flDally, preliminary investisa• 
t1on bad also suggeotecl that the subject of higher educa• 
tlon be separated from that of primary and secondary edu• 
cation' that a separate prop:• be devoted to college 
education. Thus. "AU:wavea and Newstancis" waa replaced by 
"The Six.-8 tate Campus." 
"Strike!" was to have been a review of the major 
New Enalancl strikes and labor disputes over the period. 
It was to have 1nvestlaated why they had taken place, how 
they bad been settled, and bow similar strikes could be 
pnvented in the years ahead. On further consideration, 
it qpeared that the subject was a negative one and would 
be omitted in favor of a ~ proaram, "New lnglalld 
Looks Ahead,'' which seemed 1IOZ'e pertinent to the series. 
I was particulm:ly pleaaecl with the cooperation I 
received at almost every point ill my investigation. Per• 
bapa it waa the fact that I was a p:aduate stucient. Or 
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perhaps these people juat enjoyed talJd.na about their own 
fields. But I like to chiak that it waa due, at least in 
part, to the fact that the aeries is uncoveri.ng several 
ueaa that have been untouched by the mass media for too 
long a time. 
li 
I 
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CHAPTER II. FINAL PRODUCTION 
1. Planning 
· a) Storyboard 
HURRICANE 
OPEN ON HURRICANE FilM 
the narr tor begins • "This is 
a hurricane ." 
(H•Bomb film ond literature 
montag~ follow.) 
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DISSOLVE TO MS OF NARRATOR 
SEATED IN CHAIR IN FRONT OF BLACK 
VELOUR. DOLLY IN TO TMS. 
"In 1950, the wor s Civil 
Defense meant virtually nothing to 
ew Englanders. n 
65 
I~ C..AR.TOONS 
arrator says 1 "Non-military fensc was lrst est btl hed 
urt o ld War II." 
66 
CUT TO CU OF NARRATOR 
,, 
nTimes were relatively quiet 
durin§ the first two years of opera-
tion. 
67 
CUT TO LS OF DON KENT AT 
WEATHER BOARD . 
· Talks about the Central 
M ssachusetts tornadoes . 
• 
68 
TORNADO 
DAMAb-E 
CUT 0 FILM ORNADO DAMAGE • 
.. Narrator s ys, "this was the 
St . J e sec io of S r~sbury 
a·te t e tornado truck. 
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cur TO CU OF NARRATOR 
'Massachusetts Civil Defense 
had its first test." 
70 
Ctn' TO MS OF DOH KENT AT 
WEATHER BOARD. 
Talks about the x-ain and 
floOds in southern Mew England 
durin~ Hw:r1eat~e Diaaa. 
71 
FLOODS 
CUT TO S.O.F. 
Bob Considine comments on 
the scenes shown. 
72 
CUT TO MS OF NARRATOR STAND• 
ING. 
Beglna to discuss the other 
role of Civil Defense••preparing 
the public for defense against 
enemy attack. -
73 
CUT TO CU OF MR. ROSSI, 
SEA'l'ED IN FRONT OF FLAT. 
Guest discusses the changes 
in Civil Defense methods. 
74 
Ctrr TO MS OF NARRATOR, STAND• 
ING. 
"Another major problem has 
been government support." 
75 
Ctn' TO CU OF GENERAL MAGINNIS 
SEATED IN FRONT OF FLAT. 
Explains how the state 
Civil Defense agency works. 
76 
AIR RAID DRILL 
CUT TO FILM OF AIR RAID 
DRILL. 
From an ET, Captain Schatzman 
gives his reasons why p rate 
Clvll Defense organteatlon must ex• 
ist. 
78 
DOLLY IN TO CIVIL DEFENSE 
SIGN. SUPER CREDITS . 
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Ctrr TOMS OF NARRATOR, STAND· 
ING TO RIGHT OF CD SDGN. 
Summa:w:y. 
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b) Floor Plan 
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c) Lighting Needs 
Function Construction 
1. Easels 
Fill light One ellipsoidal flood 
light (or "scoop") mounted 
on floor stand, for each 
easel. (1) (2) 
2. Weather Set 
Fill light 4 ellipsoidal flood 
liJits (or "acoops"). (3 (4) (5) (6) 
Key light Fresnel apot with 4• 
barn door attachment. (7) 
Back light Freanel spot with 4• 
barn door attachment. (8) 
Croae light Fresnel apot. (9) 
0 3. Narrator's 
Diaplay Board 
Fill light Overhead bank. (10) (for narrator) 
Key light Fresnel spot with 4• 
barn door attachment. (11) 
Back light Fresnel spot with 4• 
barn door attachment. (12) 
Crose light Fresnel spot. (13) 
4. Narrator 
ley liaht Fresnel spot with 4• barn door attachment. (14) 
Back light Fresnel spot with 4-bam door attachment. (15) 
Croaa lipt Freanel spot. (16) 
Baclcarouncl light 2 ellipsoidal flood 
llJtt• (or "scoops"). , (1 ) (18) 
Function 
Fill light 
Key light 
Back light 
Cross lisht 
Background light 
Fill light 
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5. Guests (for each) 
(for both) 
· Construction 
Overhead bank. (19) 
Fresnel spot with 4· 
barn door attachment. 
(20) (21) 
Fresnel spot with 4-
barn door attachment. 
(22) (23) 
Fresnel spot. (24)(25) 
3 ellipsoidal flood 
lia.hts (or "scoops"). 
(26) (27) (28) 
Overhead bank. (29) 
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cl) Se~ Dealp 
the oattator vu seated in fron~ of 
black velun. To bia dab~ waa the cllapla7 
boa'cl on wbic:b tw poatera wn placed clur• 
iDa tbe COUJ:M of tbe pJ:Op"aa. 
~~,"'!''.:,·· ';;.":-:· 
e .. -4·--~ ' 
:rl'#!}j:~.\' '··;~; 
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e) Visual Aids 
The following visual aids were used in the production: 
II2!. 
2 Slides 
A Civil Defense 
literature montage 
16 Cartoons 
2 Posters 
5 Title Art Cards 
Function 
Name of the series. 
Name of the program. 
Opening slides were 
supered over the 
montage. 
13 cartoons explaining 
how Civil Defense was 
organized. 
3 cartoons demonstrating 
the c~ing defense 
methods. 
A Civil Defense poster 
used to supplement a 
verbal transition in 
the program. 
A Civil Defense emblem 
over which the closing 
credits were supered. 
Credits. 
Samples of the visual aids follow. 
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f) Authorization 
Cartoons were done specifically for this program. 
The two Civil Defense posters needed no clearance. The 
Chief of Police of Shrewsbury and the Massachusetts 
Director of Civil Defense were both quoted, but both had 
given prior approval. 
"Crisis," the flood film was a Civil Defense film. 
A letter of authorization was obtained :l.n this case and 
it appears in the Appendix. 
"Tornado" was borrowed from Chief of Police Kenneth 
Burns of Shrewsbury. It was the property of the town and 
the original maker had no claim on it. Chief Burns under• 
stood that a section of it might be shown on a commercial 
television station. 
"H•Bomb" was also a Civil Defense film. Captain 
William Schatzman of the Connecticut Civil Defense Agency 
also offered the film with the understandins that a small 
section might be shown on a commercial television station. 
Letters of authorization for the latter two films 
have been requested and will be included in the Appendix 
if they are received in time. 
The following musical selections, approved for air 
use by the WBZ music library • were used in the program: 
"Zampa1" Slide Two, Band One, RCA Victor LM-1834, toscanin1 Plays Your Favorites. (Opening Et) 
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"Classical Symphony," Side One, Band Two, RCA 
Victor LM•9020, by Toacanini. (Organization Music) 
"Roman Carnival Overture," Side One, Band Three, 
RCA Victor LM•l834. (Tornado Music) 
"Egmont Overture," Side One, end of Band One, 
RCA Victor LM•l834. (Closing Credits) 
VIDEO 
o:oo 
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2. Script 
"CIVIL DEFENSE AND TB"E ELE14ENTS 11 
AUDIO 
FILM #1 (NX 11371 
and CD "H-BOMB") 
(ET #1, Side #1, Cut #1, IN AND 
UNDER) 
(Hurricane) 
(H-Bomb) 
CUT TO CU OF CD 
NARR: This is a hurricane. New 
Englanders didn't know much about 
hurricanes when the 1950's began. 
But we learned quickl7• In a natu-
ral disaster such as this, indi-
viduals can't be expected to cope 
with the cronsequences unless there 
are other people who are prepared 
to help them. (PAUSE) 
This is another kind of emer-
gency. we didn 1 t know about hydro-
gen bombs when the Fifties began. 
But again, we le~rned. And in this 
kind of disaster, individuals still 
can't do all the work themselves. 
We need.pe~ple who are prepared to 
help us •••• But who? 
LITERATURE This is another s~ory of "New 
SUPER SLIDE #1 (N.E. in the Fifties) England in the Fifties." 
SUPER SLIDE #2 
(Civil Defense and This is the story of "Civil 
the Elements) 
==========*=====================~~~~~=-===-=================-~=----=-~~~~-==*====== 
0:50 
DISSOLVE TO MS OF 
NARRATOR SEATED IN 
Lil...:BO 
DISSOLVE TO CARTOON #1 
(Air Raid Warden) 
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Defense and the Elements." 
(ET UP TO CONCLUSION) 
NARR: In 1950, the words Civil 
Defense meant ~irtually nothing to 
New Englanders. Yet, in 1959, New 
England spent over one million 
dollars on Civil Defense. Between 
these dates, the organization was 
involved 1n several of the top news 
stories of the decade. Civil 
Dete~se was a product of the Fif-
ties. Yet few New Englanders under- 1 
stan~ its operations-or its prob-
lema. 
(ET #1, Side #1, CUt #2, IN AND 
UNDER) 
Non-military defense was first 
established during World War II when 
the Office of Civilian Defense 
helped to organize b~aokout drills, 
blood ~onor programs, and War Bond 
Drives. Civil Defen~e as we know it 
,, 
I 
DISSOLVE TO CARTOON #2 today, began in 1950. With the be-(H-Bomb) 
ginning of the Korean War and the 
possibility of nuclear attack, the 
Federal Civil Defense Administration 
was created and given the respons1-
DISSOLVE TO CARTOON #) 
(U.S.) 
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bility of guiding civilian defense 
plans. 
The country was divided into 
seven regions. Region One was com-
DISSOLVE TO CARTOON #4 posed of New England, New York, and 
(Northeast) 
New Jersey. 
During 1950 and 1951 the New 
England states passed legislation 
that set up state departments of 
DISSOLVE TO CARTOON #5 Civil Defense. These departments (Tornado) 
were also to fun~tion in times of 
natural disaster. 
DISSOLVE TO CARTOON #6 Below the state level, local 
(City Hall) 
communities were given the responsi-
bility·~f setting up the basic 
organization. A Civil. Defense direc-
DISSOLVE TO CARTOON #7 tor had to be appointed in each city (Director) 
TAKE CARTOON #8 
(Ham Set) 
TAKE CARTOON #9 (Truck) 
TAKE CARTOON #10 
(Power Lines) 
or town. Many times he was the mayor 
or the chief of police. And in mo~t 
oases he was n£! paid for his work. 
It has always been the Job of the 
loeal director to organize all the 
services in his area that mtght be 
needed in case of emergency. He was 
also to set up a volunteer force to 
help where needed. Thus Civil 
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=====#====-====-=--=-=-=-=-=-=~---- ====== 
TAKE CARTOON #11 
(Red Cross) 
TAKE CARTOON #12 
(Fire Hat) 
TAKE CARTOON #13 
(Medical Emblem) 
2:50 
CUT TO CU OF NARRATOR 
):1.5 
CUT TO LS OF DON KENT 
AT MAP 
4:1.5 
CUT TO FILM 112, 
"TORNADO" (Scenes 
~1953 tornado damage 
in Shrewsbury) 
(Length: 3: 30) 
Defense was not to be an organization\! 
with_ its own regular police depart- II 
ment, its own f~re department, or 
its own doctors. It was to be a 
co-ordinating agency throughout. 
(E'l' OUT) 
NARR: Times were relatively quiet 
during the first t~ro years or ope~ 
ation. There were no enemy attacks 
and no natural disasters. '!'here I 
were practice drills, ~f course, but 
1
1 
1t wasn't until June 6, 1953 that 
C1Til Defense was given its first 
real test in New England. That af-
ternoon, torn~doee struck in Central 
Massachusetts. Don Kent recalls_whJ 
there was so little warning time. 
KENT: (Talks for one minute about 
the tornadoes. He charts their path 
on the weather map. His last sen-
tence: "one or the biggest and most 
destructive storms in history., 
(ET #1, Side #2, Cut #1 IN AND 
UNDER) 
NARR: This was the St. James seo-
tion ot Shrewsbury after the tornado 
struck. Shrewsbury had had a popu-
II 
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==========~========~~=-=-=-=--=-~~-==--=============== =====-=·==========~==-==·=·= 
(Red Cross building) 
(Crane) 
lation ot lO,S9h. After the disaste 
thirteen were dead. In all, 94 peo-
ple died 1n the tornado, 596 were 
seriously injured. 641 private home 
•,·ere destroyed, and over two thousnn 
homes were seriously damaged. Ten 
thousand people needed shelter. 
(ET UP AND UNDER) 
The tornado "ms a med1 cal d1sa 
ter. There were no fires and no 
floods. As General Maginnis of the 
State Civil Defense Agency has said, 
it was •more like a battle." 
Red Crose played a majnr role. 
The people who had lived 1n these 
homes needed m~d1oal care and nursin 
care; not to mention f~od and cloth-
1ng. 
Clean-up beg~n almost imme-
diately. Bulldozers, cranes, trucks, 
and emergency power units from twen-
ty-eight cities and towns flowed into 
the area. 
(ET UP AND UNDER) 
Meohnn1os and power operators 
volunteered their services. Many ot 
(Broken house and pan 
left to mobile unit) 
(Jeep) 
(Pans right to house) 
(Power workers) 
Defense. 
( E'f UP AND UNDER) 
And whether they were the 
stricken families without homes or 
the volunteer workers, the Red Cross. 
mobile units had food for the hungry. 1, 
In all, ~000 emergency rescue workers 
were fed. 
Civil Defense was greatly con-
cerned with traffic control, and it 
requested National Guard units to be I 
li 
called in to assist. The disaster . il 
had taken place in a restricted area. I 
It was easily reached from all sides. ,I 
Keeping curiosity seekers 2!1 was a 
major problem. 
Power lines were down and emer-
gency lighting units were sent into 
the disaster area from 122 cities and I 
towns. Public works personnel and 
equipment were called in to clear 
I 
roads and help in rescue work. ,, 
On June 11th, Central Massachu-
II sett~ was declared a major disaster 
area. This paved the way for Civil 
(Civil Defense 
building) 
(Pans to firehouse) 
(Buildings) 
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Defense to ask for special funds 
that had been set aside for natural 
disaster. It was hardly enough, 
however, for total d~age amounted 
to 54 million dollars. The tornado 
had struck a near death-blow.(Pause) 
Civil Defense headquarters was 
loca~ed in this building in ShrAwe-
bury. Many of the workers we have 
mentioned were not Civil Defense 
workers as such--but many were 
brought into the are~ by requests 
from these buildings. 
Civil Defense.had set itself 
up as co-ordinator. And as Chief ot 
Police Burns of Shrewsbuey put it, 
'When I needed equipment or person-
nel I asked Civil Defense--and one 
way or another they came through. 11 
It was Civil Defense that helped 
bring the auxiliary ·;)olice into the 
area. Civil Defense provided blan-
kets, blood plasma, first aid SUP-
plies, and other equipment that it 
had been ~tockpiling for just such an 
emergency. 
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==========~============~~-=--------==--=============-=--==~===-=-================~======= 
(Red Cross flag) 
(Traffic) 
7:45 
CUT TO CU OF NARRATOR 
Civil Defense helped to bring 
375 trailers.to Worcester to house 
the homeless. And the Agency worked 
closely with the Red Cross. 
In these ways it left town 
officials free to do their own work. 
(ET OU!) 
NARR: MassaChusetts Ctvil Defense 
had had its first test._ And it 
learned several lessons. For one, 
planning was essential before di-
sasters 1t all responsible groups 
were to function properly. For 
another, rushing all kinds of sup-
plies and aid into an area simply 
because 1t seems to be the right 
thing to do can cause contusion, 
waste and resentment. 
But it wasn't long before 
Rhode Island and Connecticut met 
their first tests. Only this time it 
was a hurricane. In September 1955, 
Hurricane Diane rushed into New Eng-
land. We were prepared tor the hur-
ricane but not for the rains that 
accompanied 1t. 
8:2.5 
CUT ~0 MS OF DON KENT 
AT MAP 
9:2.5 
CUT TO FILM #4, 
•CRISIS tt (SOF 
coTerage ot the 
19.5.5 nooda) 
(Length: 2:3.5) 
12:00 
I 
CUT TO 148 OF NARRATOR, 
I STANDING 
I 
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KENT: (Talks for one minute about 
Hurricane Diane. He shows the path 
it took and points out the areas 
where the heaviest rains fell. His 
last sentence: •twelve inches of rain 
meant big floods." 
SOF (Bob Considine comm~nts on the 
flood scenes. Events in Putnam, 
Connecticut are featured. The 
roaring ot the waters is heard.) 
NAFR: Connecticut was the hardest 
hit of the areas where Diane struck. 
On the night before the flood Civil 
Defense volunteers spent the early 1 
morning hours waking the residents I 
in towns like Naugatuck and Winsted, !1 
warning them that the riTer was going! 
to overflow, and telling them to eva- I 
cua.te. When the flood waters. hit, 
many communities were out ott. When 
their residents were rescued, many : 
were in a state ot near shock. One I 
Civil Defense medical director stared 
on his post for thirteen full days, 
barely sleeping or eating. 
· That first night, Civil Defense 
workers in many Connecticut towns 
manned telephones to the outside 1n 
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the h~pes of getting generators, 
pumps, food, drugs and clothing. In 
areas where telephone service was out 
I 
::·.:::~1 ::r:::em::::; :::::::dw::t ~~ 
ham operators. 
When the flood waters subsided, 
Civil Defense arranged for heliCOP-
ters to bring fresh ~ater t~ isolate 
areas. In Naugatuck, again, 
ranged housing for the homeless. 
on the administrative side, they au-
thorized and approved applications 
for disaster funds. 
There were failures as well. 
The state-wide telephone warning sys-
tem broke down. Several communities 
"'rere overlooked by Area oommunicees. I 
. I 
The State Director noted, 11i'Je 1v 
learned a lot of lessons--the hard 
way," but praises we~e more common. 
The Mayor of Winsted, for instance, 
said that "without Civil Defense •••• 
the death toll would have been far 
greater." 
To many New Englanders, Civil 
FOLLOW NARRATOR OVER 
TO DISPLAY BOARD 
AND CIVIL DEFENSE 
POSTER 
SLOt! DOLLY IN TO SIGN 
CUT TO CU OF ROSSI, 
SEATED 
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Defense is best appreciated and best 
understood for its work in these 
natural disasters. Yet beyond hurri 1 
canes, beyond floods, beyond forest 
fires and tornadoes lies the real 
work of Civil Defense; to help pre-
pare.the public for defense against 
eneiQ' att:ack. 
If the road has been difficult 
and unpredictable for Oivil Defense 
in natural disasters, it 1 s been more 
difficult and more unpredictable in 
the area of defense mobilization. 
With all the laws, with all the plan 
with all the literatu~e, the person-
nel, and the activity, the first ten 
years of Civil Defense have been dis-
couraging. One reason has been the 
rapid development of weapons. 
Mr. He~old F. Rossi is director 
of Area Three of the Massachusetts 
Civil Defense Agency. Area Three 
covers central Massachusetts. He's 
been with Civil D~fenee from the 
beginning in 1951. 
====~==========-=--=·----·--=-=================#==--==-=--=-= 
14:00 
SLOW DOLLY BACK TO TMS 
INCLUDE AD-LIB 
DISSOLVES TO: 
CARTOON #14 (Duck and 
Cover) 
CARTOON #15 (Evacua-
tion) 
CARTOON #16 (Missile) 
17:00 
CUT TO TMS OF NARRATOR 
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ROSSI: (Begins to talk about the 
rapid development of new weapons I 
and the subsequent changes that have I 
had to be made in defense method~ 1 (Length: 3:00) 
(His last sentence: "our 
problems may get worse.") 
I 
NARR: Another major problem has bee~ 
government support. Any investiga-
tion into Civil Defense budgets makes 
it clear that the amount of money the 
state ageno7 is provided with usuall~ 
depend• on relations with the exe~ I 
tive branch. Where the governor has 
J 
advocated Civil Defense himself, the 
Ageno1 has usuall7 received the tunds 
it's needed. Where the governor has 
had little interest in Civil Defense, 
budgets have been out--sometimes by 
as muCh as 50% in two years. 
This has naturallJ had its ef-
fect on Civil Defense programs, for 
when funds have been cut, personnel 
have had to be released. This has 
been especiallY. true in Massachusetts 
and Connecticut, two of the states 
CUT TO CU OF MAGINNIS, 
SEATED 
lOS 
where Civil Defense has been a part 
of the executive branch. I 
But money by no means guaran-
tees good personnel. And the laCk 
of enough good paid personnel has I 
been another major problem. In many 
1 
states there is n~ permanency to a 
Civil Defense job, since it is only a 
temporarr agency by statute. There 
are no protes~ional standards. In 
Massachusetts, for example, the 1~ 
gislature defeated a bill that would 
have required Civil Defense workers 
to have civil service status. 
And a major deterrent to any 
Civil Defense plans has been criti-
cism. Some of it is constructive, 
but otten it only arises out ot mis-
conceptions. It takes the form of 
questions such as these: 1 Is a epa~ 
cial 01vil Defense Agency really n~ 
ceesarrt• •Why don 1 t we just put the 
National Guard in charge?" "Wh1 does 
Civil Defense need so many paid per-
sonnel; what do the7 do all dar?• 
General John J. Maginnis 1s 
18:40 
SLOW DOLLY BACK TO 
TMS OF ?-tAGINNIS 
22:10 
CUT TO FILC.l #4 
(Ford Plant Drill) 
(Length: 48 see) 
(New York Drill) 
(Length: 1: 06) 
(Civil Defense 
volunteers) 
(Length: 1: 56) 
1.06 
Director of the !'!assachuset ts Civil 
Defense Agency. He is past chairman 
of the Worcester Chapter of the 
American Red Cross. and has also 
been Director of the National Civil 
Defense Shelter Program. 
!>1AGINNIS: (Begins to give answers 
to the questions just asked by the 
narrator.) 
(Length: 3:30) 
. (His last sentence: "All 
indications point to a speeded-up 
CD ettort. ") 
NAP~: We asked Captain Willie~ 
Schatzman, Director of Connecticut 
Civil Defense, why he felt a Civ~l 
Defense Agenoy must be in charge. 
(ET #2, Side #1, Cut #1 IN FULL) 
(Ends with " ••• olean-up work that 
would have to be done.•) (ET UNDF..R) 
NARR: Another criticism of Civil 
Defense is that no-one knows about 
it; the p~blic isn't a1'rare that it 
exists. 
(ET uP) (Ends with " ••• then Civil 
Defense was more or lees forgotten.") (ET UNDER) 
NARR: Civil Defense is a story of 
plans and preparations, but it's 
also a story of peoDle ,rho a.re pre-
26:00 
CUT TO MS OF NARRATOR, 
STANDING TO RIGHT OF 
CD SIGN ON DISPLAY 
BOARD 
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pared to help other people. 
Captain Schatzman put it this "t•rq: 
( ET uP) (Ends 1,ri th " ••• they would 
be willing to do that.") 
(ET OU'l') 
NARR: Most of the time, Civil 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
wa7 this is the major obstacle it !1 
The men within Civil Defense \J 
Defense is passive defense and in a 
faces. 
are working hypothetically. Unlike 
the legislator or the repairman, the 
Civil Defense official is planning 
95% ot the time and acting only 5%. 
It seems clear that if we are 
to have Civil Defense at all, then 
we must have a civil defense agencr. 
It we are to have good civil defense, 
then we must make sure that capable 
people are working tor it and that 
there are enough funds ayailable to 
make it work effectively. 
Mew Englanders haven't alwars 
believed in these people or coopera-
ted with them. But it is important 
to remember that Civil Defense 
workers have continued to plan. The 
I· 
II 
II 
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======~~==~=============-=-====--========~==== 
SLOW DOLLY IN TO 
CD SIGN--LOSE 
NARRATOR 
27:10 
SOPER CREDITS 
21:55 
FADE TO BLACK 
truth is that today, the people ot 
Civil Defense--officials as well as 
volunteers--are prepared to help a 
publ1o that is unprepared. 
New England may never again nee 
I 
the services of Civil Defense as 1t I 
did ln the Fifties. But when storm 
clouds thicken and when war clouds 
gather--it's a good reeling to know 
that somebody 1 s prepared. 
(ET #1, Side #2, Cut #2, IN AND 
UP TO CONCLUSION) I 
I 
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3. Production Analysis 
Although there were several areas where deficiencies 
existed and several· sections where mistakes were made, the 
final production, on the whole, fulfilled my expectations. 
Among the strong points were two major film segments, 
the narrator's presentation, and the comments by Don Kent. 
The weakest point was the taped interview segment that 
occurred at the end of the program. 
Technical Aspects 
The biggest technical problem concerned a taped inter• 
view that was made in Hartford, Connecticut, with Captain 
William L. Schatzman, Director of Connecticut Civil 
Defense. The quality was quite poor. Since time did not 
permit Captain Schatzman to be re•interviewed, only two 
alternatives remained; the interview could be omitted from 
the program plans or it coul4 be "doctored up" and used, 
providing of course that it met minimum air•quality 
s tandarc:la. I chose to do the latter. 
There were three reasons for this decision. First, 
Captain Schatzman had made what I felt to be some very 
significant remarks. Secondly • the interview gave balance 
to the presentation in that it presented the views of 
another Civil Defense Girector from another New England 
state. And thirdly, WBZ audio personnel did not feel ·that 
the air quality was as poor as had been believed at first. 
" 
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Had time permitted, however, another interview would 
have been held with Cap~ Schatzman. 
The other major technical problem occurred at the 
taping session and also involved the taped interview. The 
interview was divided into. three sections. Each was to be 
synchronized with film. And each was to be introduced by 
a remark by the studio nanator. The entire interview was 
recorded on an electrical tranactiption with appropriate 
pauses between sections where the studio narrator was to 
make his "live" remarks. If the film and the narrator's 
first remarks had ·started simultaneously, no problem would 
have existed. But because of difficulty with the taping 
process, the section had to begin with a shot of the 
narrator. The film was rolled late, and once the ET had 
begun, no adjustment could be made. Thus, the synchroniza• 
tion I had anticipated did not materialize. 
A minor mishap was the super-imposing of the opening 
titles over a montage of Civil Defense literature. There 
was not enough contrast between the titles and the litera• 
ture to make the titles distinct. Another mishap was 
found at the end of the cartoon aequence when "takes" and 
"dissolves" were not given quickly enough and the pace of 
whole sequence was subsequently slowed down. 
In all other respects, however, I found the program 
to be technically sound. 
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Film 
Both the tornado and flood films were taken by pro• 
fessional photographers and added greatly to the program. 
Even though the flood film had its own music and its own 
narrator, the music and the narrator's comments were 
highly appropriate. This outweighed the disadvantage of 
hearing a different narrator's voice. 
For the final interview, it was necessary to visualize 
the remarks of Captain Schatzman. All three of the film 
. clips included were used in order to complement those 
remarks. I believe that they did so. As pointed out 
above, the sound and film were not synchronized, but I 
do not believe this distracted the viewer to any great 
degree. 
Talent 
Both Mr. Kent and Mr. Chase did sincere work. I could 
not have asked for any 1mprova~ent in Mr. Kent's presenta• 
tiona. Mr. Chase' s adeptness in narrating film and even 
giving a personal touch to statistics cannot be questioned. 
My one disappointment was the narrator's over-
emphasis. I had hoped that the program would be "low•key''; 
reviewiug and defending, but not actively promoting, Civil 
ue.teue. It was a matter of emphasis. Time did not permit 
a camplete rehearsal ahead of the taping, and so there was 
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no opportunity for me to hear Mr. Chase's complete pre• 
sentation. One paragraph of narration was skipped by the 
narrator while going from teleprompter to script in hand. 
However, the paragraph was not that vital a part of the 
text. 
Participants 
Because the in-person guests were not going to be 
interviewed, it was felt that if they spoke directly into 
the camera, their remarks might be better comprehended by 
the viewer at home. Although both men assured me that 
they had been on television before and would be at ease 
even with this approach, both were uneasy throughout their 
talks. Were I to do the program again, I would have had 
them speaking to Mr. Chase. 
Also, one of the participants did not follow through 
on prior meetings ~ which I had told him•-in general 
terms--what I would like him to say. At airing, his 
comments were mostly immaterial, repetitious, and lacking 
preparation. Were I to do the program again, I would have 
asked him for a rough draft as I had done with the other 
participant• 
Staging 
There were no st;aging problems of any kind. The 
cameramen found no trouble in moving about. No lighting 
t 
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problems arose either. All shots were clean and bright. 
Cartoons 
I was not completely happy with the cartoons. Yet, 
under the circumstances, the sequence was adequate. A 
cartoonist had been hired for the program, but his work 
was inadequate and only his first three cartoons were air 
quality. However, by that tt. it was too late to hire 
another cartoonist. Shortly before the taping session, 
a Boston University instructor volunteered to draw up the 
cartoons needed for the program and most of those used 1n 
the final production were his. The cartoons were not as 
detailed as I bad originally planned. Had time permitted, 
another cartoonist would have been hired. But for the 
short length of time that each cartoon was on the screen, 
I did not feel that they were detrimental to the program. 
They still managed to illustrate the points made. 
Direction 
I was quite satisfied with the direction. The 
director bad familiarized himself with the script and only 
at the start of the interview 18f1U8nce mentioned above, did 
any diff1culty arise. 
Rehearsal Procedure 
There was no time for a complete rehearsal before tape 
c;.C.C. Bad there been such a reheusal, one or more of t'..be 
On the other hand, private rehearsals had been held 
with all participants and talent individually. These were 
not complete rehearsals, however. 
If the program were to be done again, complete re-
hearsals with the narrator and the two guests would be 
held. 
Co-operation 
I was particularly satisfied with this phase of the 
production. Mr. Tom Haas, the WBZ director assigned to 
the project, was very generous with both his time and his 
assistance. He arrauged for all the facilities needed. 
"Civil Defense and the Elements" required a great deal of 
visual material and the WBZ•TV news film library was 
opened for my use at any t:Lme. The film department saw 
that a projector was always available when there was 
screening to be done. The record librarian helped me in 
my quest for background music. The auclio department 
spent a areat deal of time trying to improve the quality 
of the taped•interview and putting all the recorded sounds 
on special transcriptions. Just about all of the WBZ 
personnel tbat I came in contact with were co-operative. 
Both the Massachusetts and Connecticut Civil Defense 
Agencies were greatly interested in the program. Mr. Paul 
I 
I. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
u 
I 
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Craigue, Public Information Officer for the Massachusetts 
agency, arranged several meetings with both of the parti• 
cipants scheduled to appear on the program. He supplied 
me with a number of booklets, posters and background in• 
formation. Colonel White was very co•operative in screen• 
ing and lending films. 
In Connecticut, Captain Schatzman permitted me to 
take films and a major report back to Boston for the 
program. 
At the University, instructors at both the School of 
Public Relations and CODJDunications and the School of 
Fine and Applied Arts helped in the preparation of visual 
material. There was even co-o-peration from students at 
the two schools. 
Personal Analysis 
It is rewarding to be able to look back and realize 
that I was involved in all aepects ofthis production; from 
the creation of the cartoons to the unscripted remarks of 
Mr. lent and the guests. 
This is not to say that I was prepared to handle all 
areas of the presentation. Because of my limited tele• 
vision background, I was not equipped, as the project got 
uudeway • to foresee all the problems and requirements 
surroundt.D& the audio and film aspects of the presentation. 
'let thaaka to the cooperation of the people at WBZ•TV, 
I 
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not only was I able to overcome these production problem~, 11 -~~ 
but I helped overcome my own insufficiencies. these II 
people did not do the work for me; they showed me what I 1 
should do. Thus preparing the production became, in part, I 
I 
a learning experience. 
I felt most adequate in the area of script•preparation.
1 
I had had radio experience in integrating narration and mu• I 
sic. This helped me when it came to integrating narration 
and film. I was pleased with the fact that both the 
director and the narrator were satisfied with the script 
and found nearly no areas that needed correction or 
revision. 
The Program and the Series 
"Civil Defense and the Elements" represents more 
than a sample of the aeriee as a whole. It has also been 
a "trial bal.l.oon." Out of it has come at least one 
realization about the series as a whole. For the narra• 
tor became a much more f.ntearal part of the program than 
was at first anticipated. The program developed around 
him and this made the entire presentation more stable. 
On the whole, the program was representative of the 
series. The pace on other programs would be the same, 
and l would also hope for the same balance between visual 
material, narrator, and guests. The tone of the program 
may not have been as reserved as 1 had anticipated, but 
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this could be corrected for future programs. And depending 
on the subject matter, a program might contain more car• 
toone and illustrations and less film. Other programs 
might also involve the other New England states to a 
larger degree. 
The program differed somewhat from the original out• 
line in Chapter One. It wae realized that the entire 
history of Civil Defense could not be covered on one pro• 
gram. Thus, only token mention was given to Civil Defense 
activities in Hurricane Carol and the 1957 Forest Fires. 
And time did not permit the analysis of the Civil Defense 
organization within a amall Maine town as had originally 
been planned. 
On the other hand, no changes in format took place. 
And, even more important, the major goal of the program 
remained the same; to inform the public on the activities 
and problems of Civil Defense. 
===-===== =l:i====--
CHAPTill III. FWL AIIALYSIS 
••~~ew Eaaland in the rlftlu" is an attempt at 
creative television. Ita success as a aer:l.ea woulcl depend 
on how ita atreqtha and weakaesses were hanclled. Any 
producer, undertald.na euoh a aeries, would have to be 
•are of the many factors that make the aeries what it 
is. 
The series baa several strong points. first, it is 
aood visual television. It is different than the low• 
budget, uncreative panel discussion. Several of the 
programs, such as those on Civil Defense and recreation, 
definitely lend themael ves viaually. The aeries is also 
unique 1n that it deals strictly with New Enaland. This 
I point, and the fact that the aeries is timely, could give 1l 
the P::::.::: :i:::==t~ew. Firat encl fore• II 
moat, it is a review. But it is obvious that even if it 
!!!£!. possible to review such complex and debatable sub-
jects as Civil Defense without offering a point of view, 
that in itself would not make an interesting aeries. To the 
contrary, such proarams would best be done in classrooms. 
It ia the added touch of sympathy, of empathy, of criti• 
cism, of praise, that makes for a stf.mulatina program. 
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"Civil Defense and the Elements" attempted to be such a 
program. It wa$ a review, but it was more than a review. 
It was, in part, a defense of people involved 1n this work. 
Yet the program still manaaed to point out criticisms and 
failures as well. It presented a point of view and still 
remained objective when it came to basic facts and figures. 
The programs of .. New lqland 1n the Fifties'' are 
therefore not the average•local•station type of production. 
This is true production-viae as well as script-wise. They 
are not meant to be segments, hurriedly thrown together 
and presented for thirteen weeks. There is a thread 
between the sequences and a thread between the programs. 
There is a theme. There is a tone. Yet, if the series 
were produced at the local station level, certainly 
there would not be as much time available for each program 
as there was for "Civil Defenae and the Elements." One of 
the most important things realized from the production 
phase !.!!. the limited amount of time available at the 
professional station. A balance would therefore have to 
be achieved. The producer of this series would have to 
surround himself with a "regular cast" so to speak. For 
unless there was a basic group, familiar with staging 
requirements, narrating requirements, graphic requirements, 
audio requirements, etc. • the series would never develop 
properly. Too much time would be required for the series 
to reach the goals set for it in Chapter One. The same 
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would be true if a production company were to develop the 
aeries. 
It must also be remembered that "New England in the 
Fifties" is aimed at a particular audience. A great deal 
of its success or failure would depend on when it was 
scheduled and how well it was promoted. 
The series is definitely designed for a commercial 
station. The obvious reaaon is coat. Since each presenta• 
tion has been created with heavy emphasis on the visual 
elements, many photographs, and slides would be required. 
And if the programs were to be properly developed, a great 
deal of film would have to be shot or borrowed or edited. 
If the series were produced independently and sold to 
individual stations, only a cOIIIID8rcial station would be 
able to seek out a sponsox 1n order to offset the overall 
cost of purchase. (And I firmly believe that a local 
company, associated with tbe New England scene••such as a 
bank or building company••could benefit from sponsoring 
such a series.) If the aeries were produced by an indi• 
vidual station, then again a commercial station would be 
the more appropriate producer. It would have the neces-
sary resources to develop the series, particularly on a 
visual basis. 
Row that "Civil Defense and the Elements" has become 
a reality, the question arises as to the need of such a 
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program; as to the need of such a series. I can truth• 
fully say that as the program took shape, I felt more and 
more the need for such a presentation. Civil Defense of• 
ficials wanted the exposure; they were glad to have the 
publicity, even if it was not all favorable. This sug• 
gested that such a program might well be needed. General 
reaction among viewers that I spoke with after the presen• 
tation supported this view. And after reviewing the 
thirteen proposed program areas, it also seems clear that 
a need exists for the series too. Very few of the subjects 
have been given genuine public exposure. Since the project 
was undertaken, several New England television programs 
have dealt with population tDOVement, urban renewal, and 
transportation. But the other subjects I have chosen have 
not been reviewed. This is a significant fact, for it 
points out a m~or feature of the aeries; it covers a wide 
varietJ of topics. 
"New England in the Fifties" has been developed as a 
thesis. The final question that arises is how valuable 
the experience gained here wl.ll be when the student goes 
into the field. I believe that the creative thesis re• 
quirements provide a professional structure for the 
student; that the experience gained in developing t:he 
thesu gives the student just as solid a foundation as 
earl:y professional experience gives the non•student. For 
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production, when he learns aa he creates, when he is able 
to work with professionals, and when he can see how a com• 
mercial television station is actually operated, the 
student's basic frame of ref•rence grows. He gains dis• 
cipline, technique, and uncieratanc:ling. This experience, 
this foundation, cannot help but be valuable. 
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a tf•·. 
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 
CIVIL DEFENSE AGENCY 
143 SPEEN STRI::ET, NATICK 
OLYMPIC 3-7440 
CEDAR 7-0200 
JOHN A. VOLPE 
GOVEftNOR MAJ. GEN. JOHN J. MAGINNIS 
DlltECTOit 
Mr. uthul' J. s 1nger, 44 Blab Street, 
Newtonvi~le, Massachusetts. 
Dear Mr. Singer: 
May 10, 1961 
This verifies the clearance given you to use 
portions of the OCDM ti1m "Crisis" on a television program to 
be shown over WBZ-TV • 
• 
Very truly yours, 
-~, . 
Paul V. Craigue 
Public Information 
and Education 
